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Dr Antony Sutton, who was educated at the Universities of London, Gottingen and
California, in the early nineteen eighties received on loan for only a few days a box of
secret documents. Many dating back to 1832.
He has since written the book America's Secret Establishment using those papers. There is
no way to abbreviate the sensational, historical, factual information ... the combination of
power and secrecy ... that brings us up against the very problems that accumulate under the
title Agenda 21.
The early successful seizures of property were by the Federal government issuing land
scrip. It allowed "insiders" the chance to redeem the scrip benefiting themselves. This was
the Land Grant College Act.
Daniel Coit Gilman (Coit Tower San Francisco) took all of Connecticut's. Gilman was the
first in the country to secure this deliberately contrived transfer of wealth. Gilman was also
president to the University of California and incorporated the Secret Society Skull & Bones
as the Russell Trust.
The Grangers are known also as the Patrons of Husbandry ... they and the Republicans
joined in 1873 to form the Dolly Varden Party. They won some elections and investigated
the University of California. The San Francisco's Daily Evening Post's editor was Henry
George.
Henry George attacked the "land monopoly," the regents and the land grants. While Henry
George was a "socialist" ... Sutton states that he was ..." not part of the Hegelian right-left
spectrum." That he was "independent."
The Skull & Bones induct only 15 people per year. Their positions, and influence depend
upon their secrecy. As Gilman stated ..."we are building a superior structure but it rests over
a powder mill which may blow up any day." Gilman got out of the California to become the
first president of John Hopkins.
Henry George never had the benefit of the secret papers revealed in Sutton's America's
Secret Establishment.
The Skull & Bones members are very much apart of the UN/Agenda 21 forces.

Today the local Grange (Santa Cruz) and others through the state have been seized by the
Marxists under the "United Fronts" by the Green Party. Many of the units are now in
"Hegelian hands. Watch for the "political events" in your local newspaper at the Grange
located on 17th ... you'll "get the flavor" and be better prepared. You can attack them
instead of always reacting.
And get the book America's Secret Establishment ... it has everything to do with the here
and now with the advantage of learning from history. "They" still are over a powder mill.
They are more powerful and ruthless but vulnerable to the light of truth.
It's not about water wells ... it is about a horrific dictatorship that is being established so as
not to wake up too large a segment of the population at any one time. A la Klamath,
fluoridation, open borders, land trusts, and UN sanctuaries.
Each one teach one and reach people that reach people. America's Secret Establishment is a
Rosette Stone. If you get it ... you got it. You will be less likely to be tricked. And you will
know where to hit them.
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